
2022-07-07 Meeting notes

Date

07 Jul 2022

Attendees

Ildiko Vancsa
Shubham Tatvamasi 
Maximilian Huber 
Lucas Gonze 

Meeting recording

https://zoom.us/rec/share/noxbSSd7d03k9ofPuDVqtILnxmXgNN9Et8NkXWad2DY7UkorSFkdUMuhmXZ7gLSd.prQBr0J0qApHZf3l

Discussion items

Time Item Who Notes

15min Contribut
or Guide

Ildiko
Open issues

The Docusaurus needs to be fully cleaned up
Issue:   https://github.com/magma/magma/issues/12707
Lucas Gonze volunteered to look into this

Point to the Governance repo for charter docs and details on the TSC: https://github.com/magma/Governance/blob/main
/CHARTER.md

Issue: https://github.com/magma/magma/issues/12706
Waiting for comment from Shruti

Tracking and fixing bugs section still needs content
Issue: https://github.com/magma/magma/issues/12705
Closed

Community repo cleanup
Issue: https://github.com/magma/magma/issues/12708
AP (Ildiko): Send a quick summary about the archiving of this repo to the ML + add an agenda item to the TSC meeting 
and assign it to  Maximilian Huber

New content
Lucas has been working on security related content and is now looking for places in the guide to link it to: https://github.com
/magma/magma/wiki/Secure-Use-of-Github-Actions

Fritz Lehnert reviewed 
AP (Lucas) to look into where to link this content from

 15min Contribut
or journey

Lucas
Where to point new comers to start their Magma contributor journey: https://github.com/magma/magma/issues/13163

Issue is fixed
Is there anything else we could/should do to improve the experience for newcomers?

Initial barrier is to deploy and have a trial with the project
Magma needs HW resources to work

Inexpensive WiFi routers, etc could lower the HW cost for a trial
You need a lab to start valuable work and activities

Universities and companies (telco and wider scope) are the entities who have the ability to use the project 
and get involved

Agreement within the group: Our target audience is contributors who are working for a company or an organization with 
a strategic interest  in the project
Next steps

Companies and people will probably be interested in the project's roadmap first to decide if it is in scope for them 
and whether or not they would like to invest time and resources into evaluating and potentially using the project

ie: 5G related items
Keep monitoring the evolution of the project to identify areas that could be covered and highlighted on the project's 
blog and in the documentation to help people and organizations to get started easier
Does the area/feature contributors are working on affect the contributor experience?

ie: some areas require more equipment than others, which can make deployment and trial easier; carrier 
WiFi, 4G/5G, etc

 10min Events   All
 Upcoming events

Project Teams Gathering (PTG) -  https://openinfra.dev/ptg
If the Magma community decides to sign up for the PTG, we can have a session about contributor experience and 
onboarding
AP (Ildiko) to add the topic to the TSC agenda + follow up on it with  Kendall Perez

OpenInfra Days Asia is on July 23
Shubham is looking into having a Magma 101 session and he will submit a video

 10min AoB All
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